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SET OF THREE AMERICAN MIDCENTURY PAINTED CONCRETE MUSHROOM
GARDEN ORNAMENTS

$975
A set of three American Midcentury painted concrete mushroom garden ornaments with red, yellow and brown paint and

nicely weathered appearance. Invite a touch of fantasy into your garden with this charming set of three American Midcentury
painted concrete mushroom garden ornaments. This delightful trio, with their distinctive caps painted in cheerful shades of red,

yellow, and brown, beckon the imagination to take a stroll through an enchanting forest glade.

Each mushroom has been thoughtfully crafted to a different size, ensuring a sense of organic fluidity when they are nestled
among your greenery. The caps are painted in earthy colors that, although weathered by time, still resonate with the vibrant

spirit of mid-century Americana.

The weathered appearance of the paint adds a layer of rustic charm, as if each mushroom holds within it the whispers of
countless summers and the secrets of garden sprites. The concrete, textured with time's tender caress, exudes a sturdy, steadfast

character, assuring that these ornaments will be guardians of your garden for many seasons to come.

Nestle them among the shrubs or use them to highlight a corner; they are sure to catch the eye and draw smiles from all who
wander through your garden. The mushrooms' pleasing aesthetics coupled with their lively colors make them perfect

conversation starters and beloved focal points.

These mushrooms are not just ornaments; they are the custodians of joy, keepers of the free spirit that marked the mid-century.
They enliven any space with a sense of warmth and quaint charm.

Height: 10 in (25.4 cm)Diameter: 10 in (25.4 cm)

SKU: A 4515
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